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A fascinating new book1 has recently
been published in England with the
intriguing title, The Darwin Wars. The
author, Andrew Brown, though himself
an atheistic evolutionist, in 1995 won
the Templeton Prize as the best reli-
gious affairs correspondent in Europe.

The title of his book does not refer
to the long warfare between evolution-
ists and creationists, as one might first
suppose, but rather to the internecine
battles between various groups of evo-
lutionists against each other. Although
they close ranks when doing battle with
creationists, they wrangle bitterly
among themselves.

The most publicized battle at
present is between the neo-Darwinians
and the punctuationists. Richard
Dawkins (of Cambridge University in
England) is the best-known protago-
nist for the neo-Darwinists and Stephen
Jay Gould of Harvard University for the
punctuationists.

These two parties need names,
and I propose to call them
Gouldians and Dawkinsians.2

Like the gingham dog and the
calico cat, these two groups seem bent
on eating each other up. The Gouldians
argue vigorously that the fossil record
proves that evolution did not occur
slowly and gradually and progressively,
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as neo-Darwinianism requires. The
Dawkinsians, on the other hand, insist
vehemently that there is no possibility
genetically that sudden evolution af-
ter long periods of “stasis” (i.e., no
change) could ever happen at all, as
the punctuationists allege. Both are
right!

One prominent Gouldian makes the
following flat assertion that paleontol-
ogy proves stasis, followed by wide
extinction events, followed by rapid
evolution of new kinds.

I make the very strong claim
that nothing much happens in
biological evolutionary history
until extinction claims what
has come before.3

This scenario then postulates that
rapid evolution suddenly generates a
new complex of flora and fauna to fill
the vacant ecological niches.

But there is no biological mecha-
nism that can do such marvelous
things. Dawkins had correctly pointed
out the following fact:

Complexity cannot spring up
in a single stroke of chance. . . .
Gradualness is of the essence. .
 . . If you throw out gradualness,
you throw out the very thing
that makes evolution more plau-
sible than creation.4
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And so Gouldians and Daw-
kinsians are actually (although  unin-
tentionally) helping to prove creation-
ism, one disproving gradualism, the
other disproving punctuationism. The
house of evolution is badly, and even-
tually fatally, divided.

Niles Eldredge, the partner of
Gould in their notion of stasis and punc-
tuated equilibrium, has acknowledged
this internal warfare.

Geneticists and paleontologists
are still very much at each
other’s throats.5

Since evolution and creation are
really worldviews, these battles among
biologists also involve sociological
and psychological controversies. Mod-
ern sociobiology, for example, tends
to correlate with neo-Darwinism and
social Darwinism while Marxist move-
ments with their penchant for revolu-
tion, tend to favor punctuationism.
Edward O. Wilson, a colleague of
Gould’s at Harvard, is considered the
world leader in sociobiology (the ap-
plication of animal behaviors to hu-
man societies). His followers and those
of Gould have been involved in seri-
ous clashes.

One of these took place in the hal-
lowed halls of Harvard University it-
self, involving a group of Gouldians in
a Marxist club euphemistically named
“Science for the People.”

The supporters of Science for
the People were quite happy to
intimidate their opponents. In
the worst incident, a group of
black student protestors
mounted the platform at a sci-
entific meeting where Gould
and Wilson were debating and
drenched Wilson (who had a
broken leg at the time) with wa-
ter. . . . They then chanted, “Wil-
son, you’re wet!” for a while.6

Remember that both Edward Wil-

son (along with most of his sociobiolo-
gist disciples) and Stephen Gould (with
most other advocates of punctuated
equilibrium) are doctrinaire atheists
and anti-creationists. Although they
can be bitter antagonists within evolu-
tionism, they are of one mind in oppo-
sition to God and creation.

A notorious comment by John
Maynard Smith pointed this fact out
beautifully. Smith is an eminent Brit-
ish neo-Darwinist, who was a mentor of
Richard Dawkins. With respect to
Gould, he had the following to say:

Because of the excellence of his
essays, he has come to be seen
by non-geologists as the preemi-
nent evolutionary theorist. In
contrast, the evolutionary bi-
ologists with whom I have dis-
cussed his work tend to see him
as a man whose ideas are so con-
fused as to be hardly worth both-
ering with, but as one who
should not be publicly criti-
cized because he is at least on
our side against the creation-
ists.7

Another notorious debate involv-
ing Gould was with Steven Pinker, an
evolutionary linguist and sociobiolo-
gist at M.I.T. Science writer Martin
Brookes gives us the background.

The dispute over evolutionary
psychology is just the latest in-
carnation of the nature/nurture
debate . . . Pinker has joined the
high-profile team of Dawkins
and Daniel Dennett. . . . Gould
stands on the opposite side of
the ideological fence. . . .8

The comments of Brookes about the
debate itself are fascinating.

For an argument about science,
you would be hard pressed to
find an exchange of views so
full of hollow rhetoric, pomp-
ous quotations and insults. . . .
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The spat between Pinker and
Gould . . . has no apparent func-
tion other than intellectual one-
upmanship. It is precisely be-
cause there is so little evidence
for either of their views that they
can get away with so much
speculation and disagreement.9

Brookes seems to agree with us cre-
ationists (though he would probably
be appalled at such a suggestion!) that
there is “so little evidence” for either
neo-Darwinism or punctuationism, that
both have to rely on “hollow rhetoric,
pompous quotations and insults” to
defend their beliefs.

Another combatant in the internal
wars among evolutionary biologists is
the growing body of evolutionary pan-
theists, who admit there is much evi-
dence of intelligent design in living
things, but then maintain that this is
the result of Gaia, or cosmic conscious-
ness, or Mother Nature, or anything
other than a personal Creator. One of
the most articulate leaders of this group
is Lynn Margulis, who is especially
critical of such neo-Darwinists as Ri-
chard Dawkins, John Maynard-Smith,
and others of like faith.

Neo-Darwinian language and
conceptual structure itself en-
sures scientific failure. Major
questions posed by zoologists
cannot be answered from within
the neo-Darwinist straitjacket.10

Then quoting Gabriel Dover, she agrees that:
The study of evolution should
be removed from teleological
computer simulations, thought
experiments and wrong-headed
juggling of probabilities . . . the
neo-Darwinist synthesis should
not be defended to death by
blind watchmakers.11

The last phrase is a reference to Rich-
ard Dawkins famous book, The Blind
Watchmaker.

If space permitted, these internal
squabbles among biologists could be
elaborated at great length. Similar bit-
ter in-house arguments are common
among evolutionary geologists and
evolutionary astronomers. But they all
stand united against creationism! Oth-
erwise they would have to believe in
God and a future judgment, and this
they are all unwilling to face.

We who do believe in God, cre-
ation, judgment, and redemption by
Christ, can at least remind them of the
words of our Lord Jesus Christ: “If a
kingdom be divided against itself, that
kingdom cannot stand. And if a house
be divided against itself, that house
cannot stand” (Mark 3:24,25). Some
day, the House of Evolution will fall,
“ and great (shall be) the fall of it”
(Matthew 7:27).
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In November of 1999, the story hit the
newspapers. Evidence for the Flood of
Noah’s day had been found! Through
examination of the sediments in the
bottom of the Black Sea, scientists
claimed to have discovered evidence
that the ocean had suddenly and per-
manently inundated an earlier fresh-
water lake. Fossils of freshwater clams
had been abruptly replaced by marine
clams in the in the sea’s muddy bottom.

The Black Sea lies between mod-
ern day Turkey and Ukrainian Russia,
fed by numerous rivers. The sea sits in
a deep bowl, connected to the Mediter-
ranean through the 19-mile-long
Bosporus strait near Istanbul.

As originally reported in the August
1998 issue of Earth, geologists Bill
Ryan and Walter Pitman speculated that
people thrived around an original fresh-
water lake in this location, isolated from
the ocean by a natural dam. But as the
most recent Ice Age ended, huge vol-
umes of melted ice were released into
the oceans, raising its level until it over-
topped the dam. Eventually the dam
failed, catastrophically flooding the
valley and lake below. The survivors
of this flood would have migrated in
all directions, taking with them the
story of a great flood. Could this have
been the seed-thought which, when
embellished, became the Biblical
flood, the researchers asked?

Certainly this would have been a
big flood and would have been remem-
bered by survivors. But it wasn’t the
great flood of Noah’s day. The Biblical
flood was more than “big”—it was glo-
bal. There were no survivors who mi-
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grated to new areas. Furthermore, the
muds on the sea’s bottom merely cover
the true evidence, thousands of feet of
sediments (now sedimentary rock) full
of marine fossils. These layers cover
vast areas and give testimony to intense
marine processes, operating at rates,
scales, and intensities far beyond those
occurring today even during major
flooding. All people today descended
from the few survivors on board the Ark,
not only the cultures surrounding the
Black Sea, and as predicted, nearly all
cultures, worldwide, have flood leg-
ends.

In the creationist model, the Ice Age
followed the Flood and lasted for sev-
eral centuries. Sea level during that time
was an estimated 600 feet lower than
today as vast quantities of water were
trapped on the continents. When the
ice melted, the rising ocean poured into
the once-dry Mediterranean valley and
then through the Bosporus into the
Black Sea area, with the volume and
force of hundreds of Niagara Falls. This
was a big flood, but not the flood.

The regional flood sediments hard-
ened into rock and were uplifted to form
our modern continents. This evidence,
far different from lake-bottom sedi-
ments, is found today covering the con-
tinents, even beneath the Black Sea.
Essentially all modern landforms, from
lakes to mountains to deserts, are a re-
sult of, not survivors of, Noah’s Flood.
This new claim is a misguided attempt
to adapt the Bible to old-earth geol-
ogy. It throws Christians a sop by say-
ing “there may be some history in the
Bible, just don’t look too closely.”


